
Introducing

Dalco Metals 

Fiber Laser Processing

Dalco now offers innovative  
fiber laser processing along with our  
advanced stretcher-leveler technology. 



DALCO FIBER LASER PROCESSING AND STRETCHER-LEVELER SERVICES 

We now offer the latest in high speed precision fiber laser cutting technology, 
enabling us to cut parts from laser-ready metal sheets as large as 78” x 158” (2 
meters x 4 meters) with the least amount of waste in the shortest amount of time.  

•	 Streamline	your	supply	chain	and	reduce	your	production	costs	by	using	a	
regional single-source supplier.  
Simplify your logistics and eliminate the cost of trucking metal. Obtain your 
component parts from the same dependable company from which you acquire your 
laser-ready metal sheets.

•	 Reduce	your	costs	by	creating	more	parts. 
Fiber laser cutting technology is the most precise in the world. 

•	 Quickly	add	new	products	and	new	materials. 
Our new fiber laser technology accommodates metal sheets as thin as .018” and up to 
.875” thick.  We can now also process metals such as aluminum, copper, or titanium.  

•	 Create	cost-effective	prototypes	for	your	manufactured	parts. 
The operational simplicity of our fiber laser equipment makes prototyping easy and 
inexpensive. Submit your .DXF or .DWG files and let us do the rest.

FIBER LASER PROCESSING



DALCO FIBER LASER PROCESSING AND STRETCHER-LEVELER SERVICES 

STRETCHER-LEVELER SERVICES

We not only guarantee that the steel you receive from Dalco 
will be of the highest quality and processed precisely to your 
specifications; it will also be “memory-free” from crossbow, 
edgewave, and center-buckle so that your lasering processes can 
be worry free.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The Dalco Metals Stretcher-Leveler is a technologically advanced 
cut to length line that produces memory-free sheets up to 0.25” 
thick and as long as 240 inches.

Eradicating coil memory means your equipment can run faster 
and more consistently because the time-consuming problems of 
warping or spring-back become things of the past, which means 
you can run “lights out” with fewer interruptions and:

•	 Faster	more	profitable	production

•	 Less	downtime

•	 Superior	reliability

•	 Stronger	bottom	line



Contact us at: 
1.877.52DALCO or 1.877.523.2526
email: info@DalcoMetals.com
www.DalcoMetals.com

ABOUT DALCO METALS
Dalco Metals is the premier supplier of flat-rolled steel-processing 
services in the Midwest and nearby states.  We have grown our 
business by providing intelligent and attentive service throughout 
the sales cycle. This adds value to the processed steel we supply 
because you can depend on service, reliability, and consistency.  

We work closely with our mill suppliers to ensure that we deliver 
the right material for your specific industrial application, paying 
close attention to every step of the supply chain. 

Family owned since 1973, we take pride in closely managing our 
growth, ensuring that we give our full attention to every job and 
build our business around our core strengths: service, reliability, 
and consistency.  


